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Obligation 3
Lifelong, seek, gain and apply knowledge !
The brain needs exercising to keep functioning. The best exercises are
seeking, gaining, apply knowledge and it’s continuity. 1 God wants each
person to seek, gain, apply, pass on knowledge from conception to cremation. Knowledge continuity is every species immortality.
Seeking knowledge starts with free education (Learn and Teach). Followed by apprenticeship training. As required followed by further education. All education is public. Private education ends!
Provincial Government provides 'Free Education' from unborn to including Seniors. Non Government education is not supported, closed. Education (free, public) is provided by a Province and Shire.
SmeC 'Shire medical education Complex'
PHeC 'Provincial Hospital education Complex'
PDEc 'Provincial Defense Emergency center'
CE 'Community Emergency service'
Education is a collaboration between parents, educators and medics. It
involves Free education, Free health and paid (wmw) Apprenticeships.
No, homework! No, non government education! No, Universities!
Apprenticeship, when there is an opening promoted by work experience
seniority. Further study after qualifying. When there is an opening, promoted by work experience, seniority....
1st Learn, when comprehending, start teaching. In free education fast
learners teach slow learners. At work the experienced worker trains new
comers. At home, grandparents teach children, grand children. Parents
teach children.
Seeking knowledge means asking questions. Gaining knowledge means
getting answers. Applying knowledge means using answers to have ideas
and then taking action. Continuity means passing on all accumulated
knowledge to the next Generation.

How to question ?
1st a question is formulated (important, to receive a useful answer)
2nd who to ask 'Seek' someone with the right qualifications (there may
be a need to ask more than 1 person)
3rd thank the person who answered (good social skill)
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4th 'Gain' an acceptable answer (there may no acceptable answer)
5th Write or audio, visual record answer (s)
6th 'Apply' what you 'learn' (answer)
7th Use your new knowledge to 'teach' others (Knowledge continuity)

What to question ?
Everything (intelligent, seeking and gaining knowledge)

When to question ?
Now (intelligent, good social skill)

Why to question ?
A need arises to ask questions (curiosity, must know, conversation)

Ideas are the beginning of the Future.
Ideas make it possible to keep up with evolutionary
changes. Ideas are the most creative, productive of
all intellectual property activity. Ideas are preserved
through Knowledge continuity.
Don’t let Ideas be forgotten or lost. Write them
down. Store, sort, file and revisit them!
Every day lots of ideas are thought off and quickly forgotten or lost. The
reason they were not preserved, recorded or written down. The best are
lost!
Memory is unreliable when it comes to preserving and nurturing new
ideas. Carry a notebook (planner) or recorder with you. When an idea
develops, preserve it. Weekly file your ideas!
Plagiarize to build on and advance new ideas. Why rewrite something
that is well written. Rather use it! Expand on it. Evolution progresses by
building on existing and then creating new. Do the same. An idea comes
to an end. Salvage anything that can be recycled to advance new ideas!
Review your ideas. As you review your ideas (every 4 weeks). Some will
have no value. They are not worth hanging on to. Discard them. Some
ideas appear useful now or at some later date. Keep these, file them: 'Active', or 'Later'. After reviewing, filing, take the 'Active' file.
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Pick an idea! Now make this idea grow. Think about it. Tie the idea to related ideas. Support your idea with research, try to find anything akin or
compatible with this idea. Research internet, archives, libraries...use
questionnaires. Investigate all angles and possibilities.
You think your idea is ready to be applied. Do so. Try to get feedback so
the idea can be fine tuned. This idea is active, pick the next,....
Future proof ideas through Knowledge continuity. Ensure Knowledge continuity by keeping your ideas files
updated. Furthermore in your 'Will' mention where
they can be found.

Knowledge continuity
Knowledge continuity makes an individual's knowledge (intellectual
property) immortal. Every individual from age 14 keeps record of their
life experiences (both positive and unsettling). Family's capture, preserve and nurture their intellectual property heritage.
A person’s knowledge is shared with family (parents, grandparents),
community. Sharing is oral, audio (story telling), video (showing), shadowing (hands on).
Organizations capture, preserve and reuse their employees, ‘I.P’(intellectual property). Community's utilize their citizens intellectual property
for the good of all. Provincial Government keep Archives.
When an employee leaves, vast amounts of I.P. are at risk. To counteract
this brain drain it is critical that a employee’s intellectual property is preserved. It is essential to capture, preserve this knowledge before the employee leaves. Capturing means audio (story telling), video (showing),
shadowing (work alongside).
Note ! All Intellectual Property is Shire (community) owned! There is no
copyright no patent! Claiming copyright is stealing from the Shire!
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